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Sketch is a unique tool for human beings to exchange abstract information.

With the development of touch screen, researches on sketch understanding have proliferated. Sketch 
recognition [1] acts as an essential task, driving a series of sketch understanding developments such as 
sketch synthesis [2] and sketch based image retrieval (SBIR) [3].



Subdivision of Temporal Cues

Compared with traditional comprehension of sketch, we further split the temporal information (sequence) 
of sketch into two types of feature:

Invariable structural feature (ISF) ------------- GCN

drawing habits feature (DHF) ------------- RNN

ISF reflects the specific structural relationships between strokes --- a car is made up of body and wheels. 

DHF contains the specific temporal relationships between strokes --- people prefer to draw body of a car
first instead of wheels.



Network Architecture

We propose a two-branch GCN-RNN network, Sketch-SNet, to extract two types of feature 
respectively. The GCN branch is used to extract the ISF through receiving various shuffled strokes of an 
input sketch. The RNN branch takes the original order to extract DHF by learning the pattern of strokes’ 
order. 



Result



Shuffling operation analysis

Comparing traditional model under shuffling operation, we want to find that if the 

improvement of Sketch-SNet is owing to the shuffling data augmentation

And the results show that, the shuffling operation doesn’t improve the performance of BiLSTM. Because while the 

data are augmented in the shuffling operation, it also completely destroyed the DHF that we want to extract. In 

contrast, the Sketch-SNet and S3Net not only achieve a better result with shuffling operation, but also Sketch-SNet

is far superior to other models through adding another RNN branch to extract DHF.
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